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2023 Sector Snapshot: US Utilities

Executive Summary
We provide our Utilities sector strategy for 2023, including key themes, picks and pans and risks for the
coming year.

IG Power/Utilities (Market Perform). We are maintaining our Market Perform recommendation on U.S.
utilities based on stable credit metrics and are comfortable reaching for the ~30 bps of yield pickup in the
holdcos as long as the holdco is already mid-BBB and not high-BBB. Holdcos make up one third of the utility
index, while mostly A-rated opcos make up the remaining two-thirds. We still see risk of high-BBB holdcos
following the peer group to mid-BBB in order to reduce equity dilution as the group funds another record year of
capex, which EEI forecasts to be $155 bn this year. We are tracking the few instances of deferred fuel cost
recovery (D, DUK, SO) but are confident in a full recovery.

HY Power/Utilities (Market Perform). We are maintaining our Market Perform recommendation on HY
Power/Utilities, which is a subsector made up of three incredibly distinct business models: a few rare utility
holdco and intermediate cos, pure-play merchant power companies with significant commodity price exposure,
and contracted renewables with no power price exposure. Merchant power companies Calpine (not covered
since no access to financials), NRG Energy and Vistra Energy are the largest issuers in the sector and all are
benefiting from natural gas prices at 12-14 yr highs. The contracted renewable names (NEP, CWEN) are some of
the tightest bonds in overall HY.

Relative Value
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Executive Summary
We are maintaining our Market Perform recommendation on U.S. utilities based on stable credit metrics and are
comfortable reaching for the ~30 bps of yield pickup in the holdcos as long as the holdco is already mid-BBB and
not high-BBB. Holdcos make up one third of the utility index while mostly A-rated opcos make up the remaining
two-thirds. We still see risk of high-BBB holdcos following the peer group to mid-BBB in order to reduce equity
dilution as the group funds another record year of capex, which EEI forecasts to be $155 bn this year. We are
tracking the few instances of deferred fuel cost recovery (D, DUK, SO) but are confident in a full recovery.

We are maintaining our Market Perform recommendation on HY Power/Utilities, which is a subsector made up of
three incredibly distinct business models: a few rare utility holdco and intermediate cos, pure-play merchant
power companies with significant commodity price exposure, and contracted renewables with no power price
exposure. Merchant power companies Calpine (not covered since no access to financials), NRG Energy and Vistra
Energy are the largest issuers in the sector and all are benefiting from natural gas prices at 12-14 yr highs. The
contracted renewable names (NEP, CWEN) are some of the tightest bonds in overall HY.

IG Picks & Pans. Our Outperform rated names include PPL (conservative management team, strong balance
sheet, recent asset sale proceeds), AEP and Duke (large-cap, multistate utilities both with pending contracted
renewable sales to shore up balance sheets), DTE (favorable regulatory positioning in MI) and FirstEnergy. While
FE is a consensus long on the street and bonds price in a return to IG, we see the actual S&P or Moodyʼs upgrade
and the new CEO as a catalyst for the bonds. Our Underperforms (NEE, BRKHEC) are based entirely on valuation.

HY Picks & Pans. Our Outperforms for HY Utility/Power include Vistra Energy and Terraform Power but the sector
is so defensive (see outperformance in table below) and spreads are so tight our O/Ps are mostly for carry at this
point. VST is a large beneficiary of the run in gas prices and management has now locked in 70% of 2023-25
expected output at these higher prices.

New issue outlook. We expect around $85 bn of new issue from utilities based on $35 bn of refis and revolver
term outs and $50 bn of growth capex (detailed below). We do not expect any M&A issuance in 2023.

Key Themes for 2023
Hands down the biggest theme in U.S. utilities is how utilities plan to fund both record capex and rising
commodity prices (natural gas & power) without pushing utility bills too high. The 12 years of low and falling
power prices (~half the bill) that allowed utilities to raise the T&D portion of the bills (other half of the bill) 10+%
with a single digit overall rise in bills came to an end last year. This has resulted in increased bad debt expense
and pressure from regulators to keep bills low. We expect utilities will successfully push through higher bills as
the capex is integral to statesʼ low carbon goals. The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) will o�set some of the bill
increases, although not until 2023-24.

We do not expect any large-cap utilities to fall to low-BBB at the parent for two reasons. On the quantitative
front, moving from high- to mid-BBB only costs 10-20 bps but falling to low-BBB costs another 40-50 bps that no
CFO wants to pay, especially in a rising rate environment. More importantly, on the qualitative front, owing to the
agencies loose two-notch rule, if the holdco falls to low-BBB it puts the opco at risk of falling to high-BBB, which
would alert regulators. No utility management team wants to have regulators poking around asking about credit
ratings declining.

How utilities incorporate significant tax credits from IRA will be a key theme for utilities in 2023 and the
integrated utilities (which own generation) are in much better shape than the wires-only ones.

Top Risks for 2023
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Customer bill inflation leading to regulatory probes and political grandstanding has the potential for big
headline risk. However, the biggest risk isnʼt lower ROEs that could impact credit quality. It is regulators
trimming out year capex plans, which is an equity and EPS growth rate issue.

Rising interest rates usually leads to yield generating equities, like utilities, to decline so a sharp rise in long-term
interest rates could lead to an equity pullback that has management teams re-thinking their plan to issue equity.

Rising interest rates could also bring down valuations for the utility opcos some utilities plan on selling to fulfill
their equity issuance needs. PG&E (Pacific Generation) and FirstEnergy (FE Transmission) are the most impacted
here.

Picks, Pans & Recommendations

Investment Grade Picks

Duke Energy We like Dukeʼs multistate (SC, NC, OH, IN, FL) service territory that minimizes regulatory risk,
managementʼs approach to NC decarbonization plans (let regulators pick the plan) and the pending contracted
renewables sale at ~12x EBITDA. We expect a total sale value around $4.6 bn, which adjusted for $1.6 bn of
project debt could lead to $3 bn of cash proceeds for DUK to help fund its $65 bn capital plan (2023-27 budget).

AEP. Similar to Duke, we like AEPʼs multistate service territory (OH, TX, OK, AK, IN, MI, VA and WV) and contracted
renewables sale, but we also like their new CEO (Julie Sloat) and history of protecting the balance sheet,
including lower FFO/debt in 2019 but then raising it back up in 2021 (current guidance 14-15%, previous was 13-
15%). We calculate their contracted renewables business is worth around $2.1 bn.

FirstEnergy. FE is a consensus long among investors but with its holdco 2030s at +190 (dollar price adjusted) vs
the mid-BBB peer group at +160, we do still see upside. We expect a move to full IG in 2023 and have confidence
that the board really is targeting mid-BBB ratings. The next catalysts are a new CEO being appointed and S&P or
Moodyʼs moving to IG.

Investment Grade Pans

Berkshire Hathaway Energy and NextEra are our Underperforms driven solely by tight bond spreads. We have
a positive view on the management teams, balance sheets and asset bases of BRKHEC and NEE but so does
everybody else. BRKHEC 2030s are 30 bps inside our high BBB/low A 8-10 yr peer average.

We are maintaining our Underperform at Avangrid a�er downgrading in 1Q22 as we hold a cautious view on the
companyʼs pursuit into higher-risk o�shore wind (AGR was just rejected by MA regulators to renegotiate one of its
below-market PPAs) plus large non-utility exposure via the Renewables business (~15-20% post-PNM
acquisition). AGR also has an elevated 5-year capex plan vs peers, but this is less of a concern now as we donʼt
see either Moodyʼs or S&P taking any further negative rating actions with AGR being mid-BBB and stable
outlooks at both.

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/duke_energy
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/american_electric_power
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/firstenergy
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/midamerican_energy_holdings
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/nextera_energy
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/avangrid
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High Yield Picks

We have a favorable view on Vistra Energy owing to the companyʼs long position in power generation combined
with management locking in strong commodity prices during the 2022 surge in prices with 70% of 2023-25 now
hedged at those levels. With 2029 spreads in-line with the BB index around +290 we see VST in better shape than
the index with strong free cash flows ($2+ bn annually) and catalysts coming from a 3rd party investor in clean
energy Vistra Zero.

We are maintaining our Outperform on Terraform Power but the bonds have had a strong run since the initial
buyout when Brookfield took leverage to 9x and spreads gapped out. Consolidated leverage is down to the mid
6x range and the 2028s are now 30 bps inside the BB index (+260 vs +290). We like the contracted nature of the
cash flows with a weighted average contract life beyond the last parent bond maturity and amortizing project
debt (2/3 of total debt is project debt).

High Yield Pans

We do not have any HY power/utility pans at this time.

Relative Value

Investment Grade

Utilities are an obviously defensive sector and investors need to keep in mind that upon emerging from bankruptcy
in July 2020, around $30 bn of low-BBB PacGas bonds entered the now $500 bn utility index and this had the impact
of widening the index by 10-15 bps owing to very wide PacGas bond spreads. In other words, the utility index

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/vistra_energy
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/terraform_power
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spread, ex-PacGas is actually 10 bps tighter. The biggest driver of valuations is FFO/debt targets and thus ratings
stability and regulatory relationships but deferred fuel costs could start to creep up in 2023. Contrary to some
investorʼs initial thoughts, ESG issues and coal ownership is not a driver of sector spreads. We view the generous
(~$1 tn over ten years) tax credits from the Inflation Reduction Act as a nice tailwind for the sector but those wonʼt
materialize until 2023-24 and beyond.

High Yield

Similar to IG utilities, HY power is a very defensive sector since there is no exposure to slowing consumer spending
or recession fears and inflation, as it relates to commodity prices, is a big positive for the group. This dynamic has
led to tight bond spreads and sector outperformance in 2022, but with currently tight spreads we are hard-pressed
to see additional outperformance in 2023 unless the economy heads towards a hard-landing. For the independent
power producers (IPPs), aka merchant power companies, like Calpine and Vistra, natural gas prices are the biggest
driver of power prices and thus EBITDA margins. NRG is short power and charting NRG and VST bond spreads vs.
forward natural gas prices shows NRG outperforms when prices are falling and vice versa for VST. We strongly prefer
VST owing to strong asset coverage from actual assets, not an asset-lite retail book like NRG.

Fundamental Outlook

https://www.creditsights.com/articles/481709
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We expect stable credit metrics for the utility sector. Four (AEP, CNP, XEL and NI) of the last five FFO/debt guidance
changes have all been positive (Underperform rated AGR slightly lowered theirs), albeit tiny ones so the long-term
trend of declining FFO/debt has not only stabilized but has reversed.

Primary Market Outlook
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We expect $85 bn of new supply in 2023 broken down as follows: $25 bn of maturities, $10 bn of revolvers being
termed out, $50 bn of growth capex and no M&A driven issuance. Our growth capex figure starts with the $150 bn of
sector capex and assumes the 57% average capex funding from retained cash flows holds into 2023. Of the
remaining 43%, we assume 10% is funded with equity/asset sales leaving 33%, or $50 bn, to be funded in the bond
market (holdco and opcos).

We expect minimal new supply in the HY Power sector as the group did a great job of pushing out maturities in 2020-
21 and there are no large maturities for the group in 2023.

Event Risk/M&A Landscape
We do not expect any significant M&A in IG utilities as capex is at an all-time high ($155 bn in 2022, per EEI) and it is
much cheaper to build at 1x rate-base and trade at 2+x rate-base then bid a 10-20% premium on top of the groupʼs
~19x PE ratio. We expect continued monetizations of minority interests in utility opcos such as PG&Eʼs plan to sell
49% of Pacific Generation and FEʼs plan to sell another 20-30% in FirstEnergy Solutions. However, the buyers here
are infrastructure funds and not other utilities that issue utility index debt to fund the purchases. Event risk is
limited to fire season (July-November) for California utilities (PCG, EIX, SRE) and we note if one company exhausts
the $18 bn AB 1054 wildfire fund, the agencies are likely to downgrade all three names.

In HY, there is a small chance VST moves the nuclear plant to VST Zero and places new subordinating debt at that
subsidiary, but overall buyout risk is low since the TRA would kick in and add half a turn to the EV/EBITDA multiple.

ESG Considerations
We expect the primary ESG investor considerations for utilities to be largely unchanged as we progress through next
year, with the heaviest focus remaining on the ʻEnvironmentalʼ component and more specifically on coal generation
exposure. However, we would not be surprised and actually expect to see additional accelerated coal plant
retirement announcements in light of the IRA, and we already saw two major coal-heavy utilities make these
announcements shortly a�er the bill had passed in August (see Xcel Energy: Targeting Zero Coal by 2030 and DTE
Energy: Accelerating Zero-Coal Plan by 5 Years).

The IRA is a clear ESG positive for the utilities sector which aside from the enhanced support for traditional
renewable investments (wind/solar tax credit extensions, plus opportunities for adders) also includes incentives for
other ESG-friendly projects like green hydrogen ($3/kg tax credit), nuclear power (nuke PTC essentially sets a
$44/MWh floor price), battery storage (new 30% ITC) and other clean energy technologies (i.e. EVs). The IRA also
adds a slight boost to the ʻSocialʼ component of ESG in our view, as the significant tax credits will go a long way to
o�set additional customer bill inflation, and the headline number of $380 billion for IRA costs is now speculated to
cost closer to $1 trillion. See Clean Energy: Workflow Tracking File For Clients and Clean Energy: Inflation Bill
Follow-up/Questions for more on the IRA.

https://www.creditsights.com/articles/379493
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/477638
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/478678
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/470034
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/463375
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This Report is for informational purposes only. Neither the information contained in this Report, nor any opinion
expressed therein is intended as an o�er or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or as
personalized investment advice. CreditSights and its a�iliates do not recommend the purchase or sale of financial
products or securities, and do not give investment advice or provide any legal, auditing, accounting, appraisal, valuation
or actuarial services. Neither CreditSights nor the persons involved in preparing this Report or their respective
households has a financial interest in the securities discussed herein. Recommendations made in a report may not be
suitable for all investors and do not take into account any particular userʼs investment risk tolerance, return objectives,
asset allocation, investment horizon, or any other factors or constraints.

Information included in any article that includes analysis of documents, agreements, controversies, or proceedings is for
informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. No attorney client relationship is created between any
reader and CreditSights as a result of the publication of any research report, or any response provided by CreditSights
(including, but not limited to, the ask an analyst feature or any other analyst interaction) or as the result of the payment
to CreditSights of subscription fees. The material included in an article may not reflect the most current legal
developments. We disclaim all liability in respect to actions taken or not taken based on any or all the contents of any
research report or communication to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Reproduction of this report, even for internal distribution, is strictly prohibited. Receipt and review of this research
report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions,
conclusion or information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations or estimates) without
first obtaining express permission from CreditSights. The information in this Report has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable; however, neither its accuracy, nor completeness, nor the opinions based thereon are guaranteed.
The products are being provided to the user on an “as is” basis, exclusive of any express or implied warranty or
representation of any kind, including as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, or merchantability or fitness for any
particular purpose of the report or of any such information or data, or that the report will meet any userʼs requirements.
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CreditSights may issue or may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with or may reach di�erent conclusions
than those represented in this Report, and all opinions are reflective of judgments made on the original date of
publication. CreditSights is under no obligation to ensure that other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient
of the Products.

CreditSights Risk Products, including its Credit Quality Scores and related information, and discontinued products, such
as CreditSights Ratings, are provided by CreditSights Analytics, LLC. CreditSights Limited is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). This product is not intended for use in the UK by retail clients, as defined by the
FCA. This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where
such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.

Certain data appearing herein is owned by, and used under license from, certain third parties. Please see Legal Notices
for important information and limitations regarding such data. For terms of use, see Terms & Conditions.

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this report contact CreditSights at legal@creditsights.com
(mailto:legal@creditsights.com).

© 2022. CreditSights, Inc. All rights reserved.
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